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Around 2,800 years ago, China was
still divided into several smaller
countries. There were two

countries; one was called Qin and the
other one was called Zhao. Qin was the
much stronger than Zhao. However, Qin
heard that the State of Zhao had the
most beautiful jade, the best in all the
world.

The more the King of Qin thought
about this jade, the more he wanted
some for his own. At that time, jade was
very precious and used especially for
making a personal seal that was used as
a person’s signature. It was a ‘chop’. So
the King of Qin sent an emissary to the
King of Zhao and said that he would
exchange fifteen of his cities for one piece
of jade. When King Zhao got the letter,
he became very nervous. He knew
that even if he gave the jade to
King Qin, he may not give
them the cities in return.
He also knew if he
refused him, then
King Qin might
send his armies to
attack them.

King Zhao
had heard about
a very wise man
called, Lin Xiang
Ru, and he sent
for him and asked
him his advice. Lin
Xiang Ru told the
King that he must
arrange an exchange
of the jade and the cities.
King Zhao said, “But they may
not give me the cities and then I will have
lost the jade.”

Lin said, “That is not your
problem. It will be their fault, not yours.
However, I guarantee, that if they do not
give you the cities, I will make sure that
the jade is returned to you.”

It was arranged and Lin Xiang Ru
brought the jade to the King Qin’s palace.
He showed the jade to the King and the
King held the jade and lost himself. He
turned the jade this way and that and
lost all thought for anything else, he was
so excited by it. As Lin Xiang Ru watched
the King, he knew that the King had
forgotten his promise of an exchange of
the cities. So he said to the King, “Your

Majesty, did you know that the piece of
jade you are holding has a scar on it?”

The King was quite shocked and
said, “Really? Show me! Show me!” As
the King handed Lin Xiang Ru the jade,
Lin backed quickly away towards a post.
He then looked back at the King and
said, “Your Majesty, the jade does not
have any scar, but I find you are not
sincere to exchange your cities for my
jade.” The King started towards him, but
suddenly Lin held up the jade to the post
and said, “Your Majesty, if you really want
to catch me to have this jade, I would
rather smash this jade and my head on
this pole together.”

The
K i n g

said, “No,
no, no! I don’t

mean that. Here! Here is a map and the
fifteen cities in this big area. You can
have all of them. Just give me back the
jade!”

Lin said, “Your Majesty, before
presenting this jade to you, my King
prepared himself by way of a special
ceremony. He bathed himself for five
days, he ate no meat and made a
ceremony to heaven. Can you too do
this and prepare yourself to receive this
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22 Philosophy of Taijiquan

Taijiquan is built upon some
very profound principles and
philosophies. When you
practise you have to embody
these in movements you
make. Moreover they start to
seep into your entire life and
provide a guide for you to
follow. Thus it is important to
understand them before you
can take them on board.
By Michael Tse
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8 Hair Combing Exercises
Over the centuries Qigong masters have made great studies
into what can improve your health. As a result there are a
great many exercises and movements. Some are quite
complicated and some are simpler, some are also quite
unusual.
By Zeng Qingnan & Liu Daoqing

10 A beginners guide to Chinese Herbs: Pu Gong Ying –
Dandelion
The herbs used in Chinese Medicine often seem very exotic
and foreign. However this is not the case. Many herbs can
be found growing in your very garden. Here we begin a
series on common herbs you can grow yourself.
By Dr. Shulan Tang

12 Basic Self Defence: Qinna Locking
Continuing our series on self defence techniques and locking.
By Xai Bai Hwa

14 Basic Wok Skills
Much of Chinese cooking is done in a wok. How to use the
wok is a skill in itself, but it is not a complicated as you
might think. There are a few basic principles and then the
rest is up to you.
By Sihnkei

16 In the Absence of the Master
One of the most basic principles of Taiji is not to force things.
This is not only true in your practice, but it also applies to
life. When you cannot go forwards you have to let go and
give your self space. Then things will sort themselves out.
By J. Reynolds Nelson

18 To My Sifu: Grandmaster Yang Meijun
Sifu Michael Tse pays a fond tribute to his Qigong Master.
By Michael Tse

26 Culture Shock
How many times have you been on holiday and thought
“I would like to live here”. The author did just that when
he went to China. So a little while later off he went, but
when he arrived, he found the reality of living there slightly
different to the holiday.
By Peter Andersen

29 Instructor Insight
A look at two more Tse Qigong Centre instructors.

30 Speaking Out of Place
We can all speak out of place, sometimes this is because of
naivety, and sometimes it is due to ignorance, rudeness or
even arrogance. Your words can have a big effect, so you
should choose them carefully.
By Darryl Moy

35 Healthy Living Gong Part II
Healthy Living Gong has three parts. Having covered the
first part we now move onto Part II which, contains new
movements and has a different emphasis.
By Michael Tse

40 Count Down to Hawaii Qigong and Martial Art Demo
Earlier this year, the Tse Qigong Centre held a demo in
Hawaii. How was the idea born, how was it put into action
and even more importantly how did the students from the
UK cope with the heat?
By Jessica Blackwell

44 The Challenge of Hard Qigong
Hard Qigong is a very exciting subject. When you mention it
people instantly think of the amazing demonstrations of
strength and power. However the training itself offers many
challenges, more than you might think.
By Adam Wallace

45 Feng Shui for the Living Room Part ii
Continuing our look at what makes the energy of your living
room good and how it will affect you energy and your life.
By Michael Tse
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Mastering Life
Dear Sigong,

I just wanted to reiterate my
appreciation and thanks for your latest
voyage to the northwest. I thoroughly
enjoyed the Great Sadness Gong I
seminar. The polishing seminar was also
very educational and proved to be a
great help for me in my ongoing
practice. I learned a great deal over
those few days and I am confident that I
will make some real improvements from
those teachings. Your attention to our
needs does not go unnoticed, and we
are all well aware what an honour it is
to learn these skills directly from you. I
know you are extremely busy with all of
your practice, classes, seminars, books,
the magazine, and of course your
personal life. I hope you are able to fit
a little fun-time into your schedule too.

You set a great example for your
students though. If each student could
just show one quarter of the dedication
that you show to the system, then they

Fond Thoughts & Memories:
Stephen Trollope

A long time member of the Tse
Qigong Centre, Stephen Trollope
recently passed away. Stephen will be
remembered as the quiet one at the
seminars, but always ready to learn and
also help others. He had a gentleness
to him that made him easy to talk to
and be with. He was always thoughtful
of others, remembering a passing
comment, never forgetting his teacher
at the holidays. He was one to send a
surprise small gift or card unexpectedly,
obviously chosen with much thought and
care. Although he is not here with us
like before, we feel that he is here in
another way, in our hearts and spirit.
So it is not goodbye, but until we meet
again. We say, ‘man jo’, a parting
salutation used in China, meaning go
slowly and safely on your journey.

Poet and
Don’t Know It?

In the past, much skill was remembered through memorisation. This included
the Confucian classics, Feng Shui formulas, Chinese herbal remedies and diagnosis
rules, and even Qigong. They would do this by creating a poem and then reciting it
over and over. If the poem could create some picture or image, then it would make
it so much easier to remember. The movements in the Dayan Qigong form also
create a story. It begins with this bird of longevity opening its wings, stretching and
feeding and finishes with it making a nest and peacefully recovering Qi.

We would like to offer you the opportunity to create a poem for Part I of
Healthy Living Gong using the essence of the names of the movements below. The
poem should follow the order of the exercises and create a concise, easy to remember
story/poem to help people remember each move. The author of the chosen poem
will receive a complimentary one year membership with the Tse Qigong Centre and
eventually have the poem published when the Healthy Living Gong book is released.

Name of movements:-

1. Collecting Qi to the Dantian
2. Separating the Fog to Look for the Clouds
3. Catching Fish by the Side of the Pond
4. Golden Dragon Stretches Its Claws
5. Old Tree with Winding Roots
6. Jade Ladder Climbing to the Sky
7. Holding the Beautiful Ball
8. Looking for Treasure at the Bottom of the Chest
9. Child Swinging

Do You Have Any
Good things to
Share?

Have you ever been the recipient
of an unexpected kindness? Has anyone
ever said words that changed your life
or uplifted you? Have you been inspired
by someone or something? We would
like to hear from all of you and we will
include some of your letters in each issue
of the magazine. Too often we can get
discouraged by hearing about all the
negative things in the world today and
overlook the simple kindnesses offered
to us by a teacher, a friend or family
member or even a total stranger.
Kindnesses, inspiring words, all help us
to grow as a human being and can help
to change the environment around us to
be more positive as our own hearts are
happy.

Send your poems, stories, anecdotes (less than
500 words if possible) by mail or email to Qi
Magazine, c/o Good Things to Share. Look in back
of magazine for appropriate office/email address in
either USA or UK.
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Dear Michael Tse,
I study Buddhism and try to meditate. Even though I have strong faith

and wish to experience Enlightment one day, I find cultivation very difficult.
Sometimes I can’t concentrate, sometimes I am ill, and sometimes trying to sit
for a long period of time is like hell. I was very sad about this because my desire
to practise is very strong. I have heard that Qigong would be able to help me
with these problems. I live in Manchester so I can come to your centre. Please
could you give me some advice.
Yours sincerely,
T, Manchester

Dear T,
Often when we begin meditation, we find it very difficult. However,

meditation is about patience. The longer we can stay, no matter what is happening
in our minds, then the more patience we will develop. With patience, we will see
things more clearly and eventually reach a state of emptiness.

Qigong can help you in this as sometimes when the mind is too busy, then
movement can help. We have all experiened this feeling of finding it hard to
focus our attention.

Once you have done the Qigong exercises, we do meditation. After you
practise, you will have released a lot of negative Qi and the channels will

have begun to open so that Qi can flow. This will make you feel calmer and
more relaxed.

Qigong meditation is firstly for storing Qi, but when the body has
stored sufficient Qi, then also the mind and spirit will develop, also leading
to emptiness. Sometimes different kinds of meditation postures help if
you are still finding that your mind is wandering. Instead of always

doing a sitting posture, like lotus, you will be introduced to some
standing Qigong meditation postures in the class which are very

good.
Even so, this is a test for you. If everything in life were

easy, then we would not need to learn how to practise, how to
cultivate. It would just happen and we would all be healthy
and happy and reach enlightenment without effort.
With kind wishes,
Michael Tse

would undoubtedly do a world of good
for themselves and for those around
them.

Myself, I was fortunate enough to
have been raised by wonderful parents
and have always tried to live my life as a
good man, but my greatest enemy has
always been my laziness. I have not
practiced as much as I should, and feel
somewhat ashamed when you see my
skill level after a full year of studying. I
was very competitive as a child and am
somewhat of a perfectionist now. I hold
myself to a high standard, and I know I
could be much better right now were I to
have focused more on my practices over
this last year. Life sometimes gets far
too complicated when it should really be
quite simple. I have been making slow
progress on this problem though, and I
know that it will only get better over time.
This is much in part to your own
generosity and willingness to share your
skill with us. If you hadn’t been so giving,
I may not have gotten to this point in my
studies, and that would have been a real
shame. I thank you for that.

In the seminar you spoke briefly
about the term “master” and what
it means to be a “master” in
qigong or martial arts. I am
certainly a novice in these
regards, but in my eyes,
one must first attain an
extremely high skill level
in their chosen art.
More than that,
though, one must
have the character of
a master. They
should be humble
to the world and
certainly before
their chosen art. It
is a never-ending
journey with no
apparent ceiling to
the skill, just as our
growth as men or
women should only
end with our passing
from the physical
world.

One’s mind
should always be kept
open, for there is always something new
to learn. Simplicity has become a dying
breed in this fast-paced world of flashy
colors and buzzing noises. However, I
have found simplicity to often be a sign
of wisdom, understanding, and even
humility. People complicate things far
too much unnecessarily.

M a n y
other traits that
make up a
“good person”
are certainly

key to becoming
a master as

well. For
instance: kindness,

generosity, a sense of
humor, and calmness of spirit

when things don’t go the way we would
like them to. You explained in the
seminar that you cannot be a master
until someone worthy of that judgment
comes to you and tells you that you are.
I agree with this idea completely. I
certainly don’t know you very well as a
person, but I have always been a pretty

good judge of character. I also fully
comprehend that my young and novice
opinions have little value to most people,
but when I compare you to all of what
makes a great master to me, you clearly
fit the bill. I am very fortunate to be
learning these skills from you and your
students. After my short time in the
family it is clear to me the merit of these
skills. Wherever the river of life takes me
before I wash into the great ocean, I have
no doubt that I will always practise what
I have learned (and am yet to learn).
This tree grows slowly but steadily, and
could one day reach up high into the
heavens growing from such rich soil as
the Kunlun Dayan System provides.

You are a master gardener in the
Qigong Garden and I am honored to

Meditative PatienceMeditative Patience
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walk among the beautiful flowers and
trees that grow within. We all have
much to learn in life and I wish you well
on your path. May it lead to happiness
and wisdom!
Respectfully,
Gabriel McCallum, Seattle WA.

“Something opens our wings.
Something makes boredom and hurt
disappear. Someone fills the cup in front
of us: We taste only sacredness.”

Rumi

Getting
In the Frame
Hi, it’s Charlie again,

Thank you for your advice on my
flexibility in last month’s article, I am now
practicing martial arts along with deep
streches every day, and even if it’s only
for 10 or 20 minutes, its proven to show
major improvments to my kicks and even
my balance. I have also been doing a
lot of running which is increasing the
strength of my legs which I believe has
helped contribute towards these
improvements. My dad is also teaching
me various Qi techniques to help too.

I am a regular trainer with martial
arts, yet I am slacking a bit because I
have the summer holidays now, free from
school. I will often wake up with a good
mind and positively saying that I will do

a good amount of training today
including running and weights. Then,
later on into the day I excuse my training
by saying things like ‘theres nowhere to
train’, ‘I’m not in the mood’ or ‘I am too
busy’. Sometimes my friends call on me
and I go out with them knowing full well
that I was going to train, which is another
way of excusing my training. My parents
have always seen my talent for being
good at something if I practise on a
regular basis and stick with it, yet i never
stick with it long enough to really advance

The truth is, I’m not lazy, I just
haven’t got the right frame of mind to
train properly every day. I usually end
up thinking about training more than
actually taking action. Whenever I watch
a martial arts film with Jean Claude Van
Damme, Jackie Chan, Jet Li and many
others which are very inspirational to
me, my mind has the motive to train
harder, but without
these films, I
wouldn’t be a big
fan of training.

I know that
the harder I train ,
the more
successfull I will
become in martial
arts, so I am asking
whether you have
a n y t h i n k i n g
techniques, train-
ing tips or chi
exercises for me
which might help
me to put training
before any poor
excuses of mine or
my social life.
Thank you once
again,
Charlie Molden

Dear Charlie,
In this sit-

uation, I believe

you know what you should you do.
Martial arts training is not just about
training our bodies. It is also about
training the mind and heart. No one can
force you to practise as you are a big
boy now and know what you want. Little
children do not know what they want and
so it is easier to set a schedule of training
times for them to follow. This would be
like in primary school.

Now you are older and it is like
going to university. Your parents will not
usually be there to tell you that you must

study. However, you know that if you do
not study, you will not pass your exams
and so will not be able to get the position
or career you want. So in martial arts
training or even Qigong, we know we
need to practise to get what we want.
Do we want to practise for health? For
social reasons? Do we want to practise
to learn how to defend ourselves? If you

consider why
you want to
learn that
art, then it
can be easier
to discipline
yourself to
practise.Even
if you love
what you are
doing, there
are times
when you
will be lazy
and not feel
like doing
your practise.
Everyone has
had this ex-
perience I am
sure.

Even
so,we should
still carry on.
That is how
Jackie Chan,
Jet Li, Bruce
Lee all be-
came good.
This is how

all my Sifus became good. They did
not think about training or worry about
their training, they just did it. Most of
us practise for self defense or health
and so the time comittment for such is
not so difficult. However, if you are
doing competitions or want to be in
the movies and famous, then you must
think about what it takes to reach this
kind of level.

I am not saying you have to set a
goal to train one hour everday day or
to be able to do 100 sit ups in a
month. Setting goals can even have the
opposite result. Instead of motivating
you, they can seem like too big of a
burden and so you will try do other things
instead of training.

I have many people who have
studied with me non-stop for several years
now. Many of them have even been with
me for five, eight, even ten years or more.
I know that when they started, they did

“The harder I train,
the more successful I
will become.”
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Everyday we receive many letters from people all over the world, sometimes asking for advice, sometimes just
sharing their experience. Unless specifically asked otherwise, we will consider these letters for possible
publication in Qi Magazine. In this way, we all come together like a family and share and help each other.
That is the reason I began Qi Magazine and particularly the PO Box. - Michael Tse

If there is anything you wish to share with others, any news or any announcements you would like to make,
send them to us. We also welcome articles (800 - 1000 words in length) on topics appropriate.

Please write to:

UK
Qi Magazine
PO Box 59,

Altrincham WA15 8FS. UK.
email tse@qimagazine.com

USA
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 15807,
Honolulu, HI 96830. USA.

email tse@wildgooseqigong.com

News::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & Seminars
not think about how many years they
wanted to study or what forms they
wanted to complete. They did what is
perhaps the hardest thing of all to do.
They just kept putting one foot in front
of the other and carried on. They carried
on with their practice through ups and
downs and even though at times they may
have been disheartened, thinking that
they were not making progress.

Actually, the
more we want, the
less we gain. The
less we want, the
more we gain if we
just do the right
thing. Only you can
answer for yourself
what is the right
thing for you.
With best wishes,
Michael Tse

Creative
Life
Dear Sigong,

I am sitting upstairs in my practice
room, the swish of traffic outside. The
sky is clear and tranquil after a day of
sudden storms. With the Qigong
Instructor’s course approaching, I have
reflected on the letter you sent to us
instructors, talking to us about our
reactions to being tested.

I realise that when I am afraid of
making mistakes, I become anxious and
try too hard rather than simply to relax
and be as I am. The result – tension! The
fear of failing is worse after being
successful, because there is more to lose
– or so it seems until I see what’s
happening. Actually, I cannot lose the gift
and experience of Qigong practice and
can only continue to learn.

It seems to me that centering in
the Dantian makes all the convoluted
trails of thought and emotions less
overwhelming and fosters a deep sense
of strength and awareness, connecting
with the source of who I am really.

Integrating Qigong practice with
my daily life is becoming easier as I
understand better what that means.
Listening to my body and following the
energy, knowing what I want taking
responsibility for my actions, I discover
that living creatively gives me more
energy.
Warmest regards,
Helen Massey,
Norwich

8 Pulling Waist Gong
This is one of the shorter forms

from the Dayan Qigong system and is
especially good for releasing negative Qi.
Unlike most seminars this was a one day
course which attracted people from
different parts of the country.

Some of the movements are a
little unusual and involve some quite

vigorous shaking of the
body. A few people got a
little carried away, which
straight after lunch was
not such a good idea but
it gave everyone,
including themselves
something to laugh
about.

A martial artist
attending the course
asked one interesting
question. He had taken
up some simple Qigong
as he felt his back was
getting weaker and so he
wanted to strengthen it so
he could keep training.

However he found that sometimes it
ached quite a lot and was wondering
whether he was doing his Qigong
correctly. The answer however, did not
lie in the Qigong exercises he was doing.
He martial art training was in fact putting
too much pressure on his lower back and
he was using more energy in this
training than his Qigong. It is like money,
if you spend more than you earn, you
will always be in debt. So just because
you do Qigong, does not mean that you
will be healthy, this also depends on
what else you do in your life. So I advised
him to be careful with his martial art
training and examine the techniques he
did to identify which ones hurt his back.
Then he could adjust them and make
them more healthy.

Green Dragon
Sword

This was the first time that this
form had been taught in public. It is one
of the most spectacular forms I have seen
as it uses a sword with a very long tassel.
The tassel is very important and unlike
some sword techniques that have tassels
on them, this is not just for mere
decoration. The tassel must be used and
controlled as carefully as the sword. For
example, there are movements where
the tassel must make a large circle,
whistling through the air, and others
where the tassel is whipped around your
neck as you jump into a crouching
posture. One of the participants
commented on how “cool” this was.

Apart from the form, there are
some basic exercises that needed to be
mastered, and these proved to be quite
tricky in themselves. However everyone
eventually got the hang of them and
found them very useful when they
moved onto the form.

One of the younger members of
the group asked had just started doing
some weight training as he did not think
he was strong enough. He asked whether
I thought this was a good idea.

At his age, strength is not so
important, as he grows and gets bigger,
then his strength will also develop. So
he would be better developing his
coordination, balance, flexibility and
posture. Many people only concentrate
on building strength and miss training
these other areas. As a result they build
big muscles, but make themselves stiff
and can easily become injured. Strength
is quite easy to build; however
coordination, and balance are not so easy
to develop. The younger you start to
develop these things the better as the
mind is more adaptable.

Darryl Moy
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precious jade as my King prepared himself
to give the jade to you?”

King Qin had no other choice and
so he made arrangements for the five
days of eating no meat and ceremony.
While King Qin was making these
preparations, Lin secretly gave the jade
to his servant and sent him back to King
Zhao on a fast horse.

On the fifth day, King Qin asked
Lin Xiang Ru for the jade. He said, “I no
longer have the jade. I sent it back to
King Zhao. You can do with me what
you want.”

King Qin knew then that if he
tortured or even killed Lin Xiang Ru,
that he still would not obtain the
jade. He also admired Lin’s brave
heart and so he set him free.
When Lin Xiang Ru went back
home, King Zhao was so happy
that he promoted to be his special
adviser.

However, the Qin king was still
upset over the case and so invited King
Zhao to meet him at the Yellow River,
the border of both their lands. King Zhao
knew that King Qin wanted to use this
opportunity to capture him and so he was
very scared. He did not know what to
do. Lin Xiang Ru told him to go and that
he would go with
him. King Zhao’s
most famous
general, Lian Po,
also agreed to the
plan so that King
Zhao would not lose
face to the King of
Qin. King Zhao
agreed.

General Lian
Po said to King
Zhao, “Your Magesty, it will take you
nearly a month to go and come back
after finishing your party there. If after
thirty days you still have not returned, I
would like your permission to place your
son on the throne and make him King
so that the King of Qin cannot use you
as a pawn.” King Zhao agreed to this as
well.

When King Zhao and Lin Xiang
Ru arrived to the party, King Qin said,
“King Zhao, I heard you are very good
at playing the zither. How about playing
us a tune.” Of course, King Zhao could
not refuse but he was not happy as it
was treating him like a hired servant,

there to entertain people, not as a king.
While he was playing, King Qin really
enjoyed himself and hummed along.

All the while, Lin Xiang Ru was
watching. He knew how embarrassed his
own King was and what an insult it was
to have him treated like that. He waited
until the song was over and then he rose
and walked over close to
King Qinand said, “Your
majesty, I heard you
are very good for
playing the
drums. How

about you give us a sample of your skill.”
King Qin ignored Lin, but Lin came

even closer. The King’s body guards
started forward, but Lin said, “You can
come if you want, but I can spill my blood
all over your face, King Qin, and it will
not look good for you.” King Qin
acquiesed and picked up a drum and
played a tune. This made both sides
equal and at the end, King Zhao returned
safely back to his own country.

Upon their return, King Zhao
rewarded Lin Xiang Ru for his loyalty and
cleverness by making him his Prime
Minister. It seemed everyone was very
happy. But not General Lian Po. He told
his men, “I have given my life and blood

to this country and King and yet this Lin
has been promoted to be my superior.”

When Lin Xiang Ru heard about
Lian Po’s complaint, he did what he could
to avoid meeting him. If there was a
meeting in the palace and Lian Po was
present, he would plead illness and
leave. If Lin Xiang Ru saw Lian Po coming
in the street, he would go another way
so their paths would not cross.

One of the Lin Xiang Ru’s friends
asked him, “Why are you afraid of Lian
Po when you are his superior?”

He replied by asking his friend a
question. “Between King Qin and Lian
Po, who is the most frightening?” His
friend said, “Of course the King of Qin
with all his soldiers.”

Lin Xiang Ru said, “I am not
afraid of King Qin. This is

because we have
General Lian Po and his
men to protect us.
Therefore, I do not
want to have any
problem between us.”
Eventually, the story
reached Lian Po and he
felt very guilty for his

jealous behaviour. After
hearing it, he took off his
shirt and grabbed a large
stick and went out of his
gate and fell to his knees.

He crawled to Lin Xiang Ru’s
house, holding the stick above

him, wanting to be punished for his
actions. However, when Lin saw Lian Po,
he grabbed the stick and threw it away
and took his hand and pulled him to his
feet. They shook hands without saying a
word and became good friends to protect
the country.

A real man looks at things
differently from an ordinary man. He will
see a much bigger picture, not just
himself. He will not just see this moment
in time. He will think about what things
will be in five years, ten years time. He
will know when he should be strong and
go forward and know when he should
be soft and step back based on the
whole picture, not his own benefit and
circumstances.

As Lin Xiang Ru and Lian Po, as
big men like them, he will also face the
problem and not be shy to admit his
mistakes and accept his fate from heaven.
By comparison, we are so small and our
problems so inconsequential.

“Why are you afraid
of Lian Po when you
are his superior?”
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Hair Combing ExercisesHair Combing Exercises

People in ancient China did a lot of
research into health practices.
Combing the hair was one of these

methods. Combing the hair frequently
not only helps to dispel wind, remove
heat and nourish the hair but also
benefits health in general. Of course, the
combing the ancient people had in mind
is not the same as that in modern life.
Theirs was in fact a kind of massaging
exercise using the hands instead of a
comb. This kind of exercise has been
handed down to the present day after
generations of practice and modification.

The combing exercise is a method
of massaging the head at the location
of seven acupoints which are:

1. Zanzhu, located at the corner of the
inner eyebrows

2. Shenting, located above the nose on
the hairline

3. Qianding, located at the top of the
head

4. Naohu, located at the depression at
the rear of the skull

5. Erhou, located in the depression
behind the ears

6. Egu, located at the bottom of the ears
7. Tianmen, located at the bone at the

top of the ears

Exercises:

1. First bend the fingers of both hands
like rakes, with the thumbs on the
Tianmen acupoints and the other
fingers separated at equal distances
and the little finger on the Zanzhu
acupoints. This is the starting position.

2. In the starting position, push upwards
with the five fingers at the same time,
with the little fingers passing across
Shenting to Qianding. While pushing
to the back of the head, use the

forefingers to press Naohu and
thumbs to press Erhou.

3. Finally, turn the fingers to Egu and
again to Tianmen to make one
circle. This takes about five
seconds. This will help stimulate
circulation in the head and
release tension.

Massage of these acupoints in the
correct way will also help to
stimulate brain function and helps
promote the growth of new hair, make
grey hair black and shiny. It will help
to make the skin smooth and soft.

These exercises should be
performed in a natural way, not too
slow or fast. The exercises should be
repeated thirty times every morning
and evening respectively. You can do
them while either sitting or standing
or walking

by Zeng Qingnan & Liu Daoqing

Shenting Qianding

Tianmen

Zanzhu

Egu

Erhou

Naohu

. .

.. ..
.

Shenting Qianding

Zanzhu

..
..

Qigong exercises come in many shapes and forms. Some are quite
exotic and some have more humble backgrounds and appearences.
However whatever its appearence and method a good Qigong exercise
will benefit your health.
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T o begin, we will discuss the
dandelion or Pu Gong Ying, as it is
called in Chinese. In England, the

dandelion begins to flower in Spring,
around the same time as daffodils. These
little yellow flowers can be found in parks,
by roadsides, in fact everywhere that are
reached by wind. When seeding, the
flower becomes a soft fluffy ball (which
children can use to tell the time!), and
gusts of wind loosen the seed and spread
it far and wide. The following year,
new plants appear, with their
typical zig- zag leaves, and
the cycle begins again.

In Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM), the taste and
property of each herb can tell you
a lot about their function. The
dandelion is bitter sweet with
a cold nature, which makes it
very effective in clearing heat
and eliminating toxins. This
makes it excellent for viral
infections such as hepatitis.
It also has a natural affinity
with the Liver and Stomach
channels, which means that it can
treat stomach bugs, as well as red
and swollen eyes (eyes are the
openings of the Liver).

In particular, Pu Gong
Ying can be used to treat
abscesses and boils. This
sometimes prevents the
need for an operation to
drain the area. What a
magical property! I would
like to share the story of
twin sisters, who are 16
months old. Although they
are both healthy babies,
their parents took care to
avoid feeding them rich
heating food, as babies
have delicate constitutions. However, one
day, the nanny fed the babies many
sweet, rich Chinese fruits called Long Yan
Rou (longan fruit). At this time, the
babies had progressed from ‘first’ milk
to ‘follow-on’ milk. This contains iron,
which has a hot property in TCM.

The following day, one of the
sisters developed a high temperature.
Their mother did not think it was anything
serious and gave them Calpol. However,
the next morning, the nanny found a
number of blisters on the baby’s palm,
and a lump the size and shape of a large
peanut shell on her left buttock. A visit
to the doctor resulted in a

prescription of steroid
cream, which the

f a t h e r

was
hesitant

to use
and so did

not pick up. By the
evening, the baby’s temperature

had risen higher, and lump on her
buttock was now the size of an

adult’s fist! It was red and felt very
hot. The baby couldn’t sit, and had
to sleep on her front. Over the next
few days, her parents continued to
give her Calpol, and her temperature
rose and fell and rose again.

A few days after the first baby
started her temperature, the second baby
developed a fever aswell, and strangely,
a hard hot lump appeared on her left
buttock! The concerned mother decided
to take them both to the doctor. When

the doctor examined the lumps, he was
shocked at the size of the lumps. Baby
one had a lump as big and hard as an
egg, with a yellow head of pus, while
baby two’s lump was the same but the
size of a peanut shell. The doctor
recommended antibiotics for baby two,
but insisted that baby one go to the
paediatric hospital to have an emergency
drain. He and other specialists were
surprised that the twins had abscesses in
the same area!

The babies’ parents couldn’t
decide what to do. The operation would

mean a general anaesthetic for
baby one. They waited for many
hours in the hospital to be seen by

the doctors and after a full evening
and day of waiting without being

able to give baby one food, they
decided to take her home.
Together, they came to me try to
find a Chinese medicine remedy.

I decided to use fresh Pu Gong
Ying (the whole plant) from the park.
This was crushed and mixed with other

Chinese herbal powders. Half of this
mixture was packed around the
abscesses of both babies; the rest
was boiled up to make a soup. Baby
one drank the soup, but baby two
didn’t like it so the nanny used fresh

Pu Gong Ying leaves to cook with
eggs, which the baby ate.

Both the babies started getting
better immediately; their temperature
went down, the pus from the abscesses
cleared, and the hard lumps became
softer and smaller. After four days, they
were completely cured. It sounds
unbelievable, but Pu Gong Ying did a
great job in helping to avoid the
operation.

Two days later, I was doing
acupuncture on a lady’s back. She
showed me a big hole on her buttock,
where she had developed an abscess five
years ago. She had had an operation to
cut it out, and for four weeks, every time
she had to change the dressing it was so
painful she needed a general
anaesthetic!

by Shulan Tang. shulan@qimagazine.com

Having covered many ailments over the years that can be treated by Chinese
medicine, I thought it would be a good idea to focus on individual herbs that are
commonly found in English countryside and gardens. You may be surprised by how
useful they can be!

A beginner’s guide to Chinese Herbs

Pu Gong Ying – Dandelion
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Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

We continue our series on basic self defence and introduce some Qinna or
locking techniques. Begin by practising slowly and always take care not to use too
much force otherwise you can hurt your partner.

Basic Self Defence
Qinna: Locking

Lower Elbow Lift

Upper Elbow Lift

ii Place one hand over his hand so that
he cannot let go and put your other
hand under his elbow. Fig 2.

iii Quickly lean back and lift his elbow
up. Make sure that he cannot let go
with this hand so that you can lock
his arm. Fig 3.

i Your opponent attempts a low punch
to your stomach.

ii Catch his arm at the wrist and elbow.
Fig 1.

iii Suddenly lean back pushing the wrist
down and lifting his elbow up.

iv Make sure that you lift up so that he
loses his balance and so cannot attack
you again. Fig 2.

This is similar to the above
technique, but this time your opponent
grabs hold of your shoulder.
i Allow your opponent to grab you.

Fig 1.
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Fig 4

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

Sideways Elbow Lock

Reverse Elbow Lock

Elbow Hook

i Face your opponent as he attacks you with an overhead strike. Fig 1.
ii Block his attack with your left arm. Fig 2.
iii Quickly grab his wrist with your right hand and move your left hand

behind his forearm. Fig 3.
iv Step behind him and push his arm back and down with your right hand

whilst whilst pulling in with your left hand. This will lock his arm and
cause him to bend backwards. Fig 4.

i Your opponent punches at you with
a straight right punch. Fig 1.

ii Avoid the punch by stepping to the
side.

iii Lock his arm by trapping his wrist with
your right hand and his elbow with
your left hand.

iv Pull your right hand towards you and
push your left away from you so
putting pressure on his elbow. Fig 2.

i Your opponent throws a straight punch
towards your stomach. Avoid this by
stepping to the side and blocking it with
your right forearm. Fig 1.

ii Quickly grasp his wrist and raise your
right arm catching his arm in the hook
of your elbow. Fig 2.

iii Press his wrist down and lift his arm
up. This will lock his arm and put a
lot of pressure on the joint. Fig 3.
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Anyone who knows me well, knows
that I love to cook. But there are
only certain areas in which I will

dabble. I will rarely even attempt to
make a pastry and I remember that the
last time I made a cake was almost four
years ago with the aid of Simon Bedford.
My types of cakes are the no worry kind,
with names like ‘fallen chocolate souffle’,
where deviating a pinpoint or two from
the given recipe will not end you in
disaster. Doubling the recipe, as in the
case of my last cake, however, nearly
did end us in difficulties as doubling a
recipe which already calls for one dozen
egg whites to be whipped should give a
warning:-egg whites grow and grow and
grow and so require lots of muscle and a
big, big bowl.

But I digress. The food I like most
of all to cook is Chinese food. This is
because I find that there is so much
variety. It is virtually non-ending and so
you can never get bored. I also do
not need to follow a recipe. I prefer
to watch someone cook and then
try it myself. I do not like to
measure and fuss about with
things….which is why I am
lousy at pastries and cookies. I
am the one who can wander
around the street markets for
ages, looking for the best
vegetable and fruit and herbs and
take a chance to cook something new
and unusual. I also like Chinese cooking
because I can more easily find a way to
balance the food for Yin and Yang and
the Five Elements. I know that if I have
too much fire in my body I can eat more
rice or certain vegetables like celery,
chinese broccli (Gai Lan) and Choi Sam
to cool it down.

I have found through watching
others, getting some tutoring from
friends and family and through
experimentation on my own that there
are certain principles that are basic to
whatever Chinese food you cook. First
would be the right pan. This, of course,
is somewhat dictated by the kind of hob

you use, ie. either gas or electric. If you
are lucky enough to have gas, then any
round bottomed, typical steel wok will
do. If you have an electric hob, then go
for the flat bottomed steel wok or
otherwise the wok will not get hot
enough when you sit it above the burner.
I have used teflon coated skillets, non-
coated steel pans, etc, but still the wok
is my favourite as its shape allows you
to stir the food continuously, while letting
the highest layers cool slightly as the
inside food gets cooked quickly and
cleanly. The taste of the food cooked in
a good wok really is superior.

Many people worry about the
amount of oil used in Chinese
cooking. However, if
you cook
Chinese food
a lot, you

know that from the high heat used that
a lot of that oil is disappated into the air
(and consequently onto cabinets and
walls) and that it actually seals the
flavours into the foods,not soaks in. There
is very little deep frying used in family
style Chinese cooking, at least not on a
regular basis. This is because Chinese
believe deep frying foods is very bad for
the health, even to say that it is ‘hot

death’. Generally, foods are quickly stir
fried, cooked in a casserole or steamed.
What oil that is left with the food is then
countered by the hot tea that is drunk
with the meal. South China drinkers
prefer a red, fermented tea called Po Lei
Cha, which breaks down the oils and aids
in digestion. Many westerners, when
eating at a local Chinese restaurant or
buffet, will find that they feel heavy
afterwards. One reason is that they
consume too much of the deep fried
dishes and secondly they will drink a coke
or iced drink instead of hot tea to help
digest the food.

Once you have
your wok,

you

have to season it if it is a steel and not a
Teflon coated wok. This is done by first
washing it for the first and only time in
soapy water. Rinse it immediately and
then place it on the hob and slowly heat
it till all the water evaporates. As soon
as this happens, pour in a tablespoon of
peanut oil. Peanut oil is a bit more
expensive but it will withstand higher
heats and give a very nice flavour to the

Basic Wok SkillsBasic Wok Skills

The most popular Chinese skill is not Qigong, Taijiquan or even
martial arts. It is Chinese cooking. This is the skill that has taken more
Chinese people around the world and introduced the Chinese culture to
all corners of the globe.

“Chinese believe deep
frying foods is very bad

for the health.”

“Chinese believe deep
frying foods is very bad

for the health.”
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food. Swirl it around the wok and then
take off the burner and let it cool slightly.
With a papertowel or spare cloth, make
sure the oil coats all of
the inside of the wok.
Pour away any excess
oil, place back on the
burner and heat slowly
again till just starts to
smoke. Remove from
heat and let it cool.
Now your wok is
seasoned. In the
future, when you
cook, never use soap
to clean your wok. Use
only a scrubber or
brush and hot water. If
you have cooked
something particularly
oily, you can use the
first rinse water from
your rice. The starch in
this first rinse water
will help break down the oil without
removing the light coating of oil that
should remain on the wok at all times to
keep it from rusting. If it does rust, clean
it and then re-season it again. I learned
this the hard way, never understanding
why my wok was rusty.

The next principle is to wash the
wok after cooking each dish. This is
perhaps the most important and one

which no one will
ever tell you. You
learn this only
through watch-
ing or you are
lucky enough to
have someone
teach you. For
instance, when
you make a dish
that contains
both meat and

vegetable, you
need to cook the
meat first as it will
take the longest time. So when the wok
is hot, add the meat with your
seasonings, cook and then set aside.
Now wash the wok with hot water only

and then dry it by placing on the heat.
Add the oil when dry and then cook the
vegetables. When vegetables are just
almost done, add the meat back in and
cook for a further thirty seconds or so
just to mix.

If you do not have a wok, you can
still use a normal pan, but still allow the
oil to heat before adding any ingredients
to cook. When you add things to cold
oil, the food will stick and also absorb
too much of the oil. These are the basics
for cooking stir-fried foods. There are
many other techniques as to when to add
certain seasonings, how long to cook the

vegetables, etc, but we will leave these
for another time. Just these few
techniques should help improve your
cooking and make it tastier

by Sihn Kei. Sihnkei@qimagazine.com

“You learn this
only through
watching.”
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With the passing of Master Wang
Hao Da and a sad, but
unavoidable, farewell to my

fighting brothers and Master Qin at Ren
Men Park, I found myself unacceptably
adrift and without a teacher here in
Shanghai. Although the city is
teeming with groups practicing the
martial arts and qigong, finding
the highest quality teachers and
having them accept one, as a
student, is no easy matter.

Over the past two years
I have met and seen a great
number of Taijiquan
practitioners, in most of the
parks, here in the city. On
several special occasions they
came to Cao Yang Park to
push hands with Master Wang
and my Sifu, Xu Guo Ming on
his visits to Shanghai from
San Francisco, has introduced
me to several as well. I have
always believed that the
practice of Taiji must be
applicable and genuinely
internal in order for its benefits
to be realized. These
requirements are most obvious
to me in the playing of Tui Shou
or push hands. Master Wang’s
quality in this field was second
to none and it has been
impossible for me to cross hands
with other Masters without thinking of
his softness, his lightning speed internal
changes, or his depth of root.

The fact that so few Masters excel
in this field speaks volumes about the
level of practice of Taiji both here and in
the west. It is quite easy to locate a
teacher who has rudimentary knowledge
of technique and the strength to
overcome their partners. Fewer yet
understand the use of Jing or whole body
power; Chi expansive power, or the use
of Yi to develop listening power (ting
jing).

I find myself spending most of my
seeking time observing and listening
from afar rather than needing actual
contact in most cases. This can be quite

difficult for a foreigner here in China as
the people are very gregarious and
welcoming. However it is a difficult
balancing act to both feel and hear the
teacher and give them public deference

in this setting. While I always aspire to
give face to a teacher and cross hands
with them with an empty cup, there are
times when it is apparent that their level
and intention is less than desirable. In
these cases I quickly bow out and praise
the teacher’s remarkable abilities to their
students and friends. There is no honour
for a visiting foreigner to overcome the
teacher on his own soil and one will make
few friends in China doing so.

So I continue to look for a Taiji
Master based on the standards which I
have learned and seen demonstrated,
though it is no mean task.

In my practice of Lan Shou I have
found things a bit easier despite the fact

that it is a rare art and so few people
practise it today. Originally Master Fu,
who brought Lan Shou to Shanghai, had
five students. They were known as the
five tigers in their day and three of them
still survive, Qin Zhong Bao, Ye Xiao
Long, and my new teacher Master Tung.

I met Master Tung at Wang Hao
Da’s funeral, which was attended by so
many of Shanghai’s premier martial
artists. After negotiation and the requisite
red envelope changed hands he agreed
to teach me privately. I had no idea how
privately he meant until my first day at
Zhong Shan Park. He took me to a very
sequestered corner of the park and we
went deep into the bushes where very
few people ventured. There, day after
day, he has worked with me for hours,
torture that is uniquely Chinese. While
not completely surprised at the secrecy
of our sessions I am honoured that he

has taken me on as a closed-door
student. He knows I have worked with
both Master Ye and Master Qin and
understands that my leaving Ren Men
Park was a survival move. Yet he is
genuinely open in his teaching,
appreciative of the differences between
teaching Chinese and foreigners, and
concerned about my progress. I have
learned over the years that this is rare in
a teacher and feel quite lucky.

I continue to seek a new Taiji
Master knowing how impossible it may
be to meet another of the calibre of
Master Wang and shall keep you posted
of my progress in the next instalment of
this journal

by J. Reynolds Nelson. JRN@qimagazine.com

In the Absence of the MasterIn the Absence of the Master

Life has many turns and twists in store. It is a constant flow, sometimes
you go up and sometimes you go down. It is natural to dwell on things when
you are down, but remeber things will always come back up.

“I am honoured
he has taken me

on as a closed
door student.”
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On 23 July, I had a midnight phone call from China
to my home in Hawaii. The call was from my Qigong
brother, Cai Gui Jiang. I was not there to take the
call as I was in New York giving a seminar, but I
called back as soon as I got the message. Cai Gui

Jiang and I are very close. For over twelve years we studied
with the same Qigong teacher, Grandmaster Yang Meijun.

We first met in Guangzhou, when Grandmaster Yang
was teaching there. She always called us Xiao Cai and Xiao
Tse. Xiao means little, so I was Little Tse. To her, already in her
ninties and us in our twenties, we were like little boys for her
and we respected her as our elder.

When I returned Cai Gui Jiang’s call, the first thing he
said to me was, “Sifu passed away yesterday” which was on
Tuesday, 23 July 2002 Beijing time. I was very shocked and
sad and after finishing my call with Xiao Cai, I straight away
called her elder son, Chen Quan Gang. We usually call him,
Dai Souk, which means elder uncle. Dai Souk said that Sifu
had been sent to hospital the previous week as she had fallen.
After staying in the hospital a week, she passed away. I felt
upset that I could not be there, but I could not change my
travel plans that quickly.

Sifu’s funeral was held on the 26 July 2002 where many
people attended, some from England, Hong Kong, and
America as well as China. Although I could not be there, we
instead held a Buddhist ceremony the day after I returned
back home. It was held at the Yuk Fut Temple (Jade Buddha
Temple) in Hawaii. We did this in special rememberence as
Sifu always believed and worshipped Guan Yin, the Goddess
of Mercy. Even when I saw Sifu in January earlier this year, she
still told me to worship Guan Yin and we both bowed together

to pay our respects. The ceremony was led by Buddhist Nun,
Shi Jing Ru who oversees the Yuk Fut Temple.

As I know, Sifu has never had any serious illnesses and
was still healthy at her age. Sifu inherited her skill when she
was only 13 years old from her grandfather. This skill is over
1,800 years old. She was the 27th generation inheritor of the
Kunlun Dayan Qigong skill. She promised she would not teach
or tell anyone else about this skill until she reached the age of
seventy. She kept her promise and kept the skill pure. It was
not until 1980 that she opened the skill and started teaching
Dayan Qigong. By then, she was already over 80 years old.
Today, there are people in both China and around the world
who have benefited from practice of Dayan Qigong.

When I think about her being gone, somehow I cannot
believe it. I remember seeing Sifu earlier this year in January.
I never would have imagined that when I saw Sifu in her home
in January, that it would be the last time. When we got ready
to leave, she did not want us to go. The last thing she said to
me was, “Yi Ge Xin” which means ‘one heart’. I believe that

To my Sifu
Grandmaster
Yang
Meijun

A tribute to one of the most famous
Qigong masters to ever live.
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she meant that all of us who study Dayan
Qigong should be of one heart together.

When I heard the news about Sifu, I
arranged to have all the students do a
special meditation and remembrance to
pay their respects to Sifu at the same as
we held the Buddhism ceremony in
Hawaii. In this way we all joined together
like a family.

Many people have asked about
the ceremony we held for Sifu as they
have never been to a Buddhist Temple.
Buddhism has many special ceremonies
and traditions which have been passed
down for many centuries. Whether you
believe or not or follow something else, it
does not matter. However, I think that most
people will be interested to know more
about how we said good-bye to Sifu and
gave thanks to her for all she has done and
given us.

The Yuk Fut Temple in Hawaii is a
smaller temple but very proper and traditional.
It has a larger hall for paying respects to The
Buddha and another smaller hall which is for Guan
Yin, the Goddess of Mercy. To the side of Guan Yin is
a special area for Di Zhong, the earth God who is in
charge of all the spirits on the other side. It was in front of Di
Zhong that the ceremony commenced.

First we made an offering of different kinds of fruits,
and also small portions of the seven dishes which had been
prepared for the lunch which was to follow the ceremony. In
this way, it is believed that the person who has passed will
take the essence of the food and share the meal with their
family. Seven is the number of death which is why particularly
there were seven dishes. Therefore, it is only when someone
has passed over that people will have seven dishes at a meal.

Details of the day on which Sifu had passed, her name
and home address had already been written on a yellow paper
and placed on the altar in front of Di Zhong. Incense was then
lit and given to me and I bowed down three times to Sifu’s
photo. The ceremony then commenced by all of us chanting
Da Bei Jo, the Great Sadness Sutra. While we were chanting,
Shi Jing Ru walked around all of us sprinkling water. This Sutra
and the protection of the water is especially to ask that other
spirits stay away and only Sifu to come. After the chanting, Shi
Jing Ru, led us outside to where we burned the yellow paper
with Sifu’s name on it so that she could go on to what she
should go on to. Then we went back to give thanks in front of
Guan Yin.

I felt Sifu’s presence with us during the ceremony. At
one time I looked up and saw Sifu’s face and hands very red
in the photo we had placed on the altar. The photo was actually
of her doing a Qi transmission posture. I was standing just in
front of it and it was as if she were actually transmitting Qi to
me. My body began to move and two of my grand students
who were standing behind me said that everytime I moved,
they felt like they were being pulled and pushed backwards
and forwards. Another said he felt the energy so powerful that
he thought he was going to have to catch someone. When I
went back to look at Sifu’s photo later, it was just normal
colour, so I knew it was Sifu’s way of telling us she was there.
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In both Daoism, Buddhism and many other spiritual
followings, they will have understanding of various signs and
phenomeanu that occur around them. The day Sifu passed
away, the night blooming jasmine at my home came into full
bloom just that evening and the whole area smelled very
fragrant. Sifu always practised at night and she often
transmitted the smell of jasmine from her body in one of the
special Qigong skills she had. In history, when someone who
studied Buddhism or Daoism passed away and there was a
strong, fragrant smell, then it meant that this person had gone
to the Western Pure Land or become an Immortal. (The Western
Pure Land is the place where high level Buddhists go when
they pass away. This is where Buddha resides and high level

Buddhists go there as they do not need to go back to suffer
the cycle of reincarnation again.) I believe this is definitely
connected with Sifu as this bush only came into blossom after
she had passed on and also that there were blossoms on every
branch.

At exactly the time Sifu passed on, one of my students
said that they felt that they had to go swimming in the sea,
even though it was getting dark and it can be dangerous to
swim at that time. Despite this, she went to a beach near her
and into the water. Although she had often walked and practised
there, she had never swam there, but it was like a compulsion
that she do so. When she was walking to go to the beach, she
saw the moon and said it was like she was following two steps
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which it was naturally dark outside, with no street lights. Many
of the other students also reported feeling things as well and
I think that Sifu offers these as a comfort and blessing for us
all.

On the seventh day of passing, Buddhists will also have
a special remembrance of that person as actually it is believed
that a person will reincarnate every seven days for a total of
seven times, unless they have become an Immortal. Here in
Hawaii, on the seventh day and within an hour of her time
passing, we saw a rainbow over the sea. At first, the rainbow
was only the two ends with no middle, but as I watched, clouds
passed behind and it became a full rainbow. For me, this was
like the Dayan Qigong family stretching out its hands to be ‘Yi
Ge Xin’, one heart.

The Dayan skill has given all of us the chance to be a
family. So even though Sifu has passed, her skill still lives on
in all of us who have practised it. Her eldest son, Dai Souk,
will be assuming his mother’s responsibilities and taking over

things as the next Dayan skill inheritor. I have spoken to him
several times since Sifu has been gone and he said that he is
happy to have us as part of the Dayan family. He said that we
should carry on what we are doing here in Europe and America
and let more people benefit from the Dayan Qigong skill. I
fully respect Dai Souk and his skill and think that we are lucky
to have him to help carry on his mother’s great inheritance.

Each year when I went to China to see Sifu, I always
felt very excited and happy. But I also knew it was my duty as
her student. It is like Chinese New Year. It is a time for high
spirits and good feeling, but it is also a time when families
come together to celebrate their connection. In Chinese culture,
the relationship with a teacher equals a father. So even though
Sifu was a woman, she was like a father, guiding me and
giving me direction. Somehow, I do not feel that she is gone
and feel her near. Everyday when I practise Dayan Qigong, I
think of her and am happy to be able to still have this strong
connection with her.

Dayan Qigong has been a profound influence on my
life. It has been not only a practical skill for our health, but it
also has a spiritual side which we develop through meditation.
This means you also nurture your heart as well as your body
and we all become better people in society

by Michael Tse. All photographs in this article are the copyright of
Michael Tse and cannot be used without his written permission.

behind it all the way. She even joked to the moon to say that
he was keeping two steps ahead of her. Then on the way
back, she said it was just the opposite, the moon followed her.
After showering, she said that she felt she should do Dayan
Qigong and went to the place where she often does evening
practices, which is very close to where she swam. When she
did the opening movement, she said that looked up and the
moon, which was nearly a full moon, was directly in front of
her, with no clouds covering it. Looking back, she said she
knew it was Sigong coming to her in her own way.

Another student, during the meditation remembrance,
said he saw a bright light which lasted for two or three minutes
even though the curtains were closed and it was in an area in

“This was like the
Dayan Qigong
family stretching
out its hands to be
‘Yi Ge Xin’, one
heart.”
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Philosophy of
TaijiquanTaijiquan

Philosophy of

Wuju creates Taiji. Taiji creates Liang Yi. Liang Yi creates Si Xiang. Si Xiang creates Bagua.
This sentence comes from the Yijing, The Book of Changes. It is the principle for all Chinese
culture and philosophy. But what does this really mean? It means nothing creates something.
Nothing we call Wuji. Something we call Taiji. Taiji creating Liang Yi means it creates two
things which are obviously, one Yin and one Yang. Yin and Yang creates Si Xiang which

means four images. Four images then create Bagua or Eight Situations. From these eight situations we
can create so many other situations, called Guas. This is what comprises the Yijing.

For Chinese people, this is quite basic knowledge and is as simple as doubling a set of numbers,
so one plus itself equals two. Two plus itself equals four. Four plus itself equals eight and so on. This theory
is also the basic element of numerology and prediction in Chinese thinking.

When we look at this theory closely, actually we can see it is quite easy as it is based on two basic
elements:- something and nothing.

Nothing generally is presumed to never change. It stays static. Today it is very hard to find something
that is really empty and unchanging. So science needs to find out whether emptiness really exists. Like a
black hole. However, nothing might never exist but it is a balance.

The other element is something. This can be many things, not just the number one, but it must first
come from one first. This “one” we call Taiji. Tai means big and Ji means limited. This means something

By now many people will know that Taijiquan is not only an exercise
that improves your health, but it is also a martial art. Apart from these
two facets, many people find it also a very “spiritual” exercise that can
help you understand more about yourself and things around you. This is
due to the principles that the movements are built upon. They not only
relate to the movements, but to anything and everything...
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that is big. When you try to hold back or contain something
that is big and that is still expanding, then the pressure will
build up until it explodes and separates to become many things
or pieces. It means that one is not really one. Outside it looks
like one but inside there are more than one
thing.

For example, within one solar system,
there is more than just one thing inside.
There are so many planets inside of it. One
person also has blood, internal organs,
bones inside. That is Taiji.

In Chinese philosphy, there is not just
right and wrong and black and white. Things
change constantly, influenced by all kinds
of circumstances and external and internal
factors. Today, Taiji is very popular. I mean
the philosophy. Many Chinese people today
try to find more meaning of the Taiji
philosophy, like the Yijing, Feng Shui, etc.
Outside China, other people when
discovering the Taiji philosophy were very
impressed and wanted to know more about
it.

There are many people today who
have heard about Taijiquan or who study
Taijiquan. Most of them were introduced to
Taijiquan and then later find out the
philosophy behind the Taiji. In order to be
good at your Taijiquan studies, you must
also understand the philosophy behind.
Taijiquan is not just about waking up in the
morning and going to the park and

practising movement. This
does not mean you really
know Taijiquan. Although
people treat it as a health
exercise, actually it is one
of the Chinese martial arts.
Quan means fist. When we
come across the Taiji logo,
we see it is a circle. One
side is black and one side is
white. The black side
represents evening and the
white side represents day
time. Evening means Yin
and daytime means Yang.

This relates to Liang Yi which means two forms, which are Yin
and Yang.

To keep the Taiji shape of this symbol, you need to
balance the Yin and Yang within this Taiji circle. However, the

Taiji symbol does
not mean things
are static. Within,
there is constant
rotation and change.
Because it con-
stantly is moving, it
is easy to lose the
balance. Just as if
you are carrying a
glass of water and
walking, then it is
easy to spill some
of the water.

S t u d y i n g
Tajiquan is just like
holding this Taiji
ball but you need
to keep it bal-
anced. When we
are doing the
Taijiquan form, it
does not matter
which style, it
should be like a
circle. Any straight
line should be
avoided. Taijiquan
is also known as

Chang Quan which means Long Fist.
Long Fist does not mean you extend your arm to

be long. It means the form is really long and carries on
without stopping. So as you do the Taijiquan form, you
do not see the break between each movement. This is a
good Taiji form.

However, it is very hard to do without a break. So
internally, you should not be interuppted. Your mind
should not be interupted. That is the first part. This is the
same as reading a book. When you are really concentrated
and enjoying, then your mind and the book become one.
This means a higher level of concentration.

In the West, the idea of
concentration is viewed as tensing
the mind and/or body. However,
the Chinese concept of
concentration means that you
forget yourself. That is the high
level of concentration. So when you
are doing the Taijiquan formwithout
stopping and your mind and body
are in harmony, then your Qi will
become strong. Qi is your vital
energy. If your Qi is strong, you will
become healthy. Qi also is your
strength and power. Your breathing
will be in tune with each
movement.

Externally, in each Taijiquan
movement, there is a beginning

“Your mind
and body are
in harmony.”
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and ending. For example, from Single Whip
to Cloud Hands, you can see the ending
coming on the Single Whip, but almost
finished, then you can see the Cloud Hands
just starting. So it means throughout any of
the form, there is no gap or stopping in
between. Like water dropping onto the
surface of a pond, it will create a series of
ripples that expand outwards. We should only
see in the movement:- opening, closing,
round circlular movment, or sometimes
square movement. Square movement does
not mean stiff. It means like a strike or straight
line. For example, like punching, kicking, and
Fa Jing.

You can also see expanding and
contracting, sometimes solid, sometimes
flexible. Sometimes heavy, sometimes light.
Sometimes gentle, sometimes strong.
Sometimes fast, sometimes slow. All
represent the constant changing of the Yin
and Yang but do not affect the whole of the
Taiji. That is a good Taijiquan performance.
Therefore, when people practise Taijiquan
properly, it feels good and it feels right. It
will be fit for all ages and conditions.

Practising Taijiquan is like our life:-
sweet and sour. If you can overcome all the
sweet and sour, hard and soft, then any
imbalance in the body and mind can turn to
be balance. That is why Taijiquan is good for
health.

Taijiquan performance also includes
five elements, which cover the four directions
and centre. For example, we may walk
forward three steps and then walk backward
rolling arm, we will move left and right like
in Cloud Hands and we may stay in the same
position only changing the hands and waist.
This is the philosophy of life. Sometimes life
goes forward, sometimes goes backwards.
Sometimes you need to let go the left,
sometimes you need to let go the right.
Sometimes you just need to stand still. This
means that no matter what happens in our
life, there is always a way and solution.

As long as we are holding the Tajiquan
principle, then we can always sort out our
problem. However, we can be stubborn
sometimes. We want to go forward, but the
circumstances do not allow it. Instead of
letting go or turning left or right or stepping
backwards or even staying still, then you still
try to go forward. This internal stubborness
is what can affect our health and cause our
emotional problems.

Studying Taijiquan is not just about
learning the physical movement. Physical
movement is the start. Internal balance will
create awareness of all circumstances and
wisdom. This is the most imporant part of
the Taijiquan

by Michael Tse

Wuji

Taiji

Liang Yi

Si Xiang

Bagua

YinYang

From Nothing to Bagua

Yang Taiyang Taiyin Yin
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CultureCulture
SHOCK

Experiences of Teaching
English in Wuhan, China

– Part I

Experiences of Teaching
English in Wuhan, China

– Part I
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How often have you gone away on
holiday and thought to yourself, “I wish I
could live here all the time.” Some people
do actaully follow their dreams. However
a holiday enivronment is something
completely different from living in a
working situation. So if you wish hard
enough your dream can come true, but
you had better be ready for it when it
does.

The thing about culture shock is that when it’s happening you
don’t say to yourself “I am experiencing culture shock”, instead
you think that you are sane and everyone else is as mad as a
brush. When the country you are visiting is called China,
“everyone” stands for over a billion people - perhaps I should

have taken a closer look at the odds.
Below are some experiences from our first couple of days in

Wuhan, central China. We arrived in Wuhan (a city of approx. 8 million)
in late August 2001 to teach English at a University. English teaching is
big business in China and native speakers are in demand, qualified or
not, which was great as these were our first teaching posts. As for the
city itself, well, I might as well be honest; despite the ubiquitous official
“beautification” projects Wuhan is not a pretty place and, it has to be
said, it is unlikely to become one, and that’s before you take the
pollution into account. Bearing that in mind, the campus itself was
something of an oasis, which is to say that traffic is limited, there are
some trees and Wuhan’s East Lake (a large lake surrounded by parks)
was nearby.

Experience No. 1:
Needless to say, only some of our luggage arrived. When they

tracked it down it was discovered that it had gone astray in Europe
somewhere. Fair enough. We received it several (smelly) weeks later.
In fact the incident would not be worth mentioning if it were not for
the fact that we encountered many who had had similar experiences
and discovered in every case that “the foreign baggage handlers had
put them on the wrong plane” – what a very careless lot.
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Experience No.2:
So we arrived and were shown to the apartment which

was to be our home for the next ten months. Well I never. I
was aware that certain drops in standards of living were to be
expected, but at this point I should mention that I had been to
Wuhan before and so had some notion of what we were in
for. I was therefore fortunate in that I knew that this was a
bigger than necessary drop. The apartment had not been
cleaned for an indeterminate amount of time and was dark,
damp, rat-infested and smelly. Much as I hated to create a
fuss so soon after our arrival, after some discussion we were
moved to the apartment upstairs which was perfectly decent
as, indeed, was every other uninhabited apartment in the
building – some of which were not used for over six months…

Experience No.3:
One of our first duties involved an obligation to go

through the requisite medical examination while still deep in
the throes of jet lag (i.e. unlikely to kick up too much of a
fuss). The medical exam, presumably designed to prove that
you theoretically have sufficient health to survive 10 months
in Wuhan (don’t laugh!), involved getting an x-ray from a state
of the art medieval torture machine clearly designed to inflict
illness rather than cure it. I had some decidedly uncomfortable
sensations standing in front of that machine and it haunts me
still. Before you ask, it’s mandatory to have a chest x-ray if
you come to China to live (mandatory, that is, unless you
possess the
appropriat e
guanxi (con-
nections) but
even then
you’d have to
ruffle some
feathers). Of
course our visit
to the cham-
ber of horrors
wasn’t men-
tioned in the
job description
and it would
seriously make
me think twice
(ok, I admit
I’m paranoid)
about living in
China again,
although, to
be fair, I must
confess that my nervous twitch has now all but disappeared.

You’re probably thinking, so what’s the big deal? Well,
I probably wouldn’t worry so much now that I have a slightly
better appreciation of the culture, but when you first arrive it is
incidents like these that, cumulatively, make one feel a little
vulnerable and disorientated.

Interestingly I
didn’t experience
these feelings as
strongly when I visited
China as a tourist
some years ago. My
interpretation of
Experience No.1 now
is that, regardless of
the real cause of a
problem you will
often be given a
standard explanation

that means that nobody loses face (nobody Chinese, that is).
The problem is then (in my experience) quickly sorted out,
whereas in England we would probably direct most of our energy
into deciding whose fault it was. Experience No.2 still isn’t
clear to me, perhaps they wanted to see how malleable we
were. I should add that I have, over the last ten months, learnt
a thing or two about the art of complaining - a dissatisfied
Wuhanese customer is a sight to behold; the thought did cross
my mind to somehow formalize the event and sell tickets, it is
certainly regarded as a spectator sport here. Experience No.3
now represents to me the fact that there are (at least) two
Chinas. There is the official, red tape, version which can be
very invasive and is designed to make one feel utterly powerless
and insignificant, and which affects everyone, and there is the
world of guanxi, where anything is possible, where a door that
seems to be sealed shut with concrete can suddenly fly open
To be continued… by Peter Andersen

“A dissatisfied Wuhanese
customer is a sight to

behold!”
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Instructor Insight

Adah is qualified to teach the Wild
Goose Qigong syllabus. Shee can be

contacted on (206) 367-7256

Back in ’93, I was given the gift of Qigong. It was an idea, a Way. For me it seemed
to bring together the beautiful aspects of all those hours of dance and meditation I used to
do into one practice, do-able in a short period of time with surprisingly delightful effects. I
love to imagine the Daoist monks of 1800 years ago, high in the Kunlun Mountains in
China, watching the wild geese and playfully imitating their movements and grounding
them into Forms which would keep them healthy, with strong immune systems and well-
balanced organs and the effect of creating harmony and well-being. Their survival stresses
were different than ours, but the principle is the same. We are best when centred, flexible
and relaxed. Practising Qigong gets us this way.

Practising Qigong every day appeals to my sense of ritual – taking that time to
become part of All Creation, moving as part of it, naturally, gently, connecting to the
internal, the eternal, my heart, my breath, my sensuality, my grace and building up more
Qi to store in my Dantian, to nourish me. I feel to be on a sacred journey, carrying the spirit
for which these Forms are containers, sharing that spirit with my Qigong family, learning
more Forms to develop myself in different ways, be stronger, strengthen the Qi in my
organs so, not only do they function well, but that the emotions stored within them have a
healthy place to evolve and can be expressed in a good way. Qigong has certainly given
me the energy and courage to go through the very difficult times we all face. Well balanced,
we can move through our lives more and more clearly, easily and smoothly.

Passing on this skill to the small number of students I have had so far has been a
great joy for me and I am seeing that the more I teach, the more I will learn, grow and progress myself and be able to help
others. It’s like a river running stronger and wider. And when I don’t know something or need help or support or want to learn
more, all I have to do is look up-river and Sigong has lots more flowing down towards me.

What a blessing this all is!

I feel honoured to have been entrusted by Tse Sifu to teach the Dayan skill in
Seattle, Washington, part of the Pacific Northwest region of the U.S., where the air is brisk
and clean and there are many trees. Sifu’s generosity in the sharing of his skill, as well as
his calm and kind presence is an inspiration to all who are fortunate to study with him.

One of the things I love most about teaching Qigong is working with the people
who attend our Wednesday classes. Without a class there can be no teacher; our core
group is small, but each and every person involved is sincere and dedicated to the study
of Qigong. There is a feeling of unity between us because of this study we have in
common. I believe we have all experienced positive results in our practice, and it is good
to be able to share that feeling together. I would like to acknowledge the following
wonderful people who consistently attend and support the class: Mary and Martin Passmore,
Derek Fowler, Gabriel McCallum, and John Leland. I also appreciate the students (Eduardo
Ducay and Richard Daab) who support the bi-annual seminars, as well as the students
who are just beginning their studies, or those who drop in from time to time. Our group
also has a connection with classmates in Canada. It is a great network of people to be
involved with. Of course none of this would be possible without the incredible support we
get from Sifu and also Simo, who continue to help us in achieving a higher standard in our
practice.

It is true that by teaching others you reinforce your own learning. One of the
greatest benefits I have personally experienced is an increased understanding of the
principles underlying the Qigong movements. I know I have barely scratched the surface
in this regard, but it is satisfying to feel one is making progress. Teaching and learning are
both complex activities and it is beneficial for all parties involved to remain flexible and to
retain a sense of humour. We are all on this incredible journey together.

Adah Masaoka, Seattle, WA.

Lee is qualified to teach the
Wild Goose Qigong syllabus.

She can be contacted on:
(250) 748 7372

Lee Masters Vancouver,
Canada
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Chan and Ma were practising in
class, whilst Sifu was busy
teaching. Part way into the class a

person they did not recognise came in
and stood by the door. They presumed
he was a prospective student as many
people came hoping to be accepted into
their school.

Sifu nodded to Ma, telling him to
go and great the visitor. Smiling, Ma
went over to say hello.

“I would like to study with your
teacher.” Said the man. This was not a
problem as this class was an open class.
Ma told the man this and politely
explained how the class ran and was
taught.

After a few minutes the man said,
“I have studied some Qigong exercises
before.” Ma politely enquired, “What sort
of exercises were they?” The man
replied, “They were quite simple, some
Standing Positions. I have been learning
them for three years but I would like to
have a teacher.” Ma’s curiosity was
aroused and so he asked, “Who do you
study these with.” The man replied, “I
found a book in the market and have
been following it.”

Just then Chan came over and
overheard the conversation. He smiled
and said “Hello”.

“Standing postures are very
simple and there is not too much you
can do wrongly.” Said the man
confidently. “You still need
to be careful as you can
still make mistakes.” said
Chan. “I’ve been doing it
for three years though” said
the man puffing up his
chest slightly. “Maybe so,
but just because something
seems simple, it does not
mean that it is simple.
Simple things are often the
most complicated” explained Chan. “Yes
but…” started the man, “Please sit down
and watch the rest of the class if you
like.” interrupted Chan. “Errr, yes OK.”
said the man taking a seat and with that
Chan walked off and carried on
practising.

After ten minutes or so , the man
asked Ma what the different people were
doing. Some were practising Qigong and

some were doing different martial arts
forms. “Oh, I want to learn those” said
the man pointing. “I would also like to
learn that one as well” he continued
pointing to another group of students
practising. Ma just smiled.

Towards the end of the class the
man said to Ma, “I think I will stick with
the Qigong I have. I feel good doing it. I
would like to learn some of the martial
arts though. I have also studied some
for five years and so I have a good
background.” Again Ma asked, “Where
did you study?” and the man replied, “I
have a book.” Ma said good-bye and the
man left.

After the class had finished Chan,
Ma and some of the other students were

tidying up the training hall. Sifu came
over the Chan and Ma and said, “What
was the visitor like?” Ma replied, “He was
OK, he seemed interested in martial arts
in the end.”

“Chan, what did you think of
him?” Sifu asked. Chan replied, “I don’t
think he will come back.” Sifu looked at
him, “And why do you think that?” he
asked. “Well he came looking for a

teacher, but at the same
time he thought that what
he knew was so good. He
only studied from a book
and so it means he thought
he is very clever and would
not listen to any advice, so
how can he learn? After a
few minutes I did not want to talk to him
anymore. Was I wrong”

Sifu smiled and said, “Many
people do not know how to talk to others.
Some people are rude and do not even
greet you properly, introduce themselves
and thank others for their time.
Sometimes though you find these people
are OK, they are just naive and have
never been taught how to address
people. The important thing is they are
honest and respect what you do. Other
people however, have a high opinion
of themselves and think that they are
very clever or gifted.. They say things
to make themselves feel good and do
not care about the effects of their words
on other people. They can upset
people easily and do not even realise
it. These people are arrogant and
ignorant and sometimes dangerous.”

“Actually, you were already
teaching him by saying what you did,
but he was too arrogant to accept what
you were saying and too ignorant to
notice you were trying to help him. In
the end you were right not talk to him
anymore, as he was not ready to listen
to you. He said he has been studying
his Qigong for three years but really he
has been reading the same book for
three years.”

“He did not come here to study,
he just wanted to pick something
interesting up, like the books he found
at the market. But we are not market
traders and do not bartter and sell our
skills. A lot of people do not realise this.”

Ma said, “Sifu, should I have
spoken to him differently?” Sifu smiled
and said, “No you were right to be polite
and explain, your job was to greet people
and make them feel comfortable. You
give them space to decide, everyone will
eventually find their own way. But of
course, if they can make their decision
we can also make our decision: this
makes everything fair.”

by Darryl Moy. darryl@qimagazine.com

There are those people who want to study, but when they come to class they
only succeed in upsetting or even worse offending the teacher and the other
students. When they leave they do not beleive they have done anything wrong, but
worse still, they do not accept they could do anything wrong.

Speaking out of PlaceSpeaking out of Place

“You were
already
teaching him.”
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Wuji Creates Taiji

Healthy Living Gong Part IIHealthy Living Gong Part II

Part II is slightly more difficult than part I as it is more
advanced. This is the same with any studies you do, the
beginning is simple and more basic and the second step

is a little harder and so part III is more difficult than part II. The
idea for practising Healthy Living Gong, is the same as the
name, we want to live healthily. To live healthily, we need a
healthy body and mind.

To develop your mind, you can read books and
magazines (like Qi Magazine) on things that you are interested
in and these will help to calm your busy mind and so make
you a better person. Moreover, you can do meditation as
introduced in books and magazines.

To develop your body you can do Healthy Living Gong
and so you can balance both sides, the mind and the body, so
you will not have any problems. The famous Buddhist monk,
Jin Hong said, “People who suffer from Cancer are not killed
by the Cancer, they are frightened to death by it.” I agree with

him. We do not die because of disease, we die because our
bodies are not strong enough to handle the diseases. The
consequence of this is you die. Today there are many people
who are still living who are HIV positive, and there are people
who have recovered from Cancer, even without any western
medicine. By doing Qigong, meditation or following certain
religions, they have changed their hearts and become better
people, and so the physical body has become stronger. When
this happens, diseases will be cured. Of course, we will all
die, but we do not need to die from disease. We can just go
when we decide we want to, while we are sleeping or
meditating, this is a natural phenomenon. However, how
many people reach this level today or understand that we
can do this? In ancient time people knew we could do this in
many different cultures. Even today, many high level people,
religious or Qigong masters, can reach this standard. I wish
we could all do this without having to suffer from any disease.

1. Wuji Creates Taiji

i. Stand still with both legs shoulder width apart, bend your
knees slightly, and place both hands in front of your Dantian,
right hand over the left, with the palms facing up. Fig 1.

ii. Move your right hand to your left side, making a semi-
circle from your Dantian to your Sky-eye. The movement
comes from your waist, so turn your waist as you move
your hand. When your hand passes the Sky-eye, the wrist

should twist round so the hand scoops past the Sky-eye.
Fig 2 to 3.

iii. Continue moving the right hand past your Sky-eye down
to your right side, so the circle continues, and start to move
your left hand to the right , starting a circle in the opposite
direction. Fig 4.

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3 Fig 4

Healthy Living Gong has three parts. We have done Part I and I am sure that
you enjoyed that. Now we are going to move onto Part II and Part III.
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iv. Keep rotating the
hands, the right hand
making a clockwise
circle and the left
hand making an
anticlockwise circle.

movement is the same Cloud Hands (or Wave Hands). It is
based on two circles, one goes clockwise and the other goes
anticlockwise. This is hard for those people who are not used
to the coordination. One hand is doing one thing and the
other is doing the opposite. This is almost like the games children
play at school to test their coordination. Therefore this
movement is very good for your coordination.

As the movement comes from the waist, it is good for
releasing tension in the shoulders and neck. Today a lot of
people have stiffness in these areas because they sit too much
and have too much comfort. Nature is very fair, if you want
some “good” then you have to pay a price. So if you want a
comfortable life, have a soft sofa, a soft bed, a nice car etc.
then your muscles will not need to work so much, particularly
your legs. Then your legs, knees, and lower back will have a
problem and all the strength in your body will come from your
neck and shoulders. So people who work in an office or drive
a lot will have neck and shoulder problems.

Practising Wuji Creates Taiji will allow your body to use
the waist properly and the body will be supported by the legs.
Eventually the pressure on the shoulders and neck will release
back down to the legs and so the tension will go.

History/Background
This movement is obviously similar to Taijiquan’s Cloud

Hands, but this movement has a Qigong purpose. The hands
move to gather Qi around the face and body.

Taiji is a very common name today. Many people practise
Taiji, but write it as “Tai Chi”. This writing is more Cantonese
style, Taiji is mandarin. In China, there are many dialects.
Mandarin is the national language anyone who studies Chinese
will study Mandarin. Cantonese is a southern Chinese dialect,
which comes from Canton.

Tai means big and Ji means limited. One is big and
one is limited. This means that when things are expanding,
they will suddenly become limited or suppressed. Things will
then become chaotic. An object that has not been balanced,
become ordered between Yin and Yang is called Taiji. Taiji is
an object which covers Yin and Yang. Today everything we see
is based on Yin and Yang. We have man and woman, fire and
water, sun and moon, mountains and lakes, etc. The whole
universe follows Taiji. In Taiji everything is moving, constantly
changing.

Wu means nothing, Ji means limited. This means
nothing. In Chinese philosophy, everything starts from nothing
and then becomes something. When everything is balanced,
then it is nothing. Nothing will not change. Like an empty
room with no one living there. Nothing will change unless
something happens from outside e.g. someone suddenly
moves in. Then the room will become Taiji, become something.
Then it will start to move and so Wuji creates Taiji.

Today we have so many things in our lives. There is
good and bad and because we are all in a Taiji situation, then
if you want something, you need to pay a price. Sometimes,
even if you want to pay the price, other people’s Taiji can
affect you. It is only when we become Wuji, nothing, will there
be no good or bad, until we do not want anything. Then
everything will be peaceful and remain the same. Of course
we cannot do this, as it means we will be dead, instead we
should want less, or do less, then when things go wrong we
will not be affected too much.

Breathing
Breathe naturally throughout the whole movement, do

not think about your breathing just let it happen.

Concentration
The movement should come from your waist. The hands

should not hold much strength, if your waist turns left, both
hands should be on the left side, and if the waist turns right,
then both hands should be on the right side. Remember to
turn the wrist as the hands pass the Sky-eye. The movement
is not like Cloud Hands from Taijiquan, it is similar, but it is not
the same. The hands grab the Qi and keep it in a circle and do
not let it out.

Benefit
Some beginners might find this movement quite

complicated, especially if they have not done anything like it
before. If you have done Taijiquan before, then the basic

Fig 5

Fig 6

Fig 7
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i. Stand still with your legs shoulder width apart. Place both
hands in front of your Dantian, with the palms facing up.
Fig 1.

ii. Rotate your waist clockwise allowing your palms to follow it,
as your waist moves forwards your palms face down, and
as it moves back they face upwards. Rotate six times.
Fig 2 to 4.

iii. Repeat the rotation in an anticlockwise direction again six
times.

iv. Repeat the clockwise and anticlockwise rotations as many
times as you like, as long as you feel good.

Breathing
Breathe naturally.

Concentration
All the movement should come from the waist. As you

rotate, make sure there is space between your elbows and
body, as if you are holding a big Qi Ball. Let your knees bend
as your rotate forwards, and as you go back keep the knees
straight.

Benefit
The back is one of the most

important parts of the body for all
your movements and your energy.
The lower back relates to the Dantian
where all the Qi is stored and all our
movements are connected with the
back. Even when we only use our
hands for something as simple as
writing or holding a book, or driving,
it still connects with your lower back
and waist. So this means that even
when doing something simple like
writing, your posture should be correct.
This affects your energy and the
movement as you write. So, if you
do not sit properly when you are
writing, you will feel tired and your
shoulders, elbows and wrists will hurt.
This is because when writing you
need the Dantian and back to give
some energy to release the tension
from your shoulders, wrists and
elbows. So you see the whole body
is used to support this simple
movement.

In Qigong therapy, the same
as in Chinese culture, nothing is
totally independent. Even though we
may not be able to see it, everything
is connected, it is just a matter of
percentages. The higher the
percentage then you can see the
result straight away and the lower,
the harder it is to see the connection
and so you will not see the result until
later, but nothing will be lost.

As you practise Jade Belt
Around the Waist the movement will
open up the tension in the lower
back, making it more flexible. This

will affect all the internal organs, in particular your kidneys,
stomach and intestines. This movement is therefore good for
your digestive system, constipation etc. The hands hold the
Qi so it will be strong around the body and create heat to
release the excess energy.

History/Background
In Balancing Gong we have the movement “Beautiful

Woman Turns the Waist”. This movement is quite similar,
however, in Beautiful Woman, the legs are kept straight. This
time we can bend the legs and this makes a lot of difference.
When we bend, the knee joints will be exercised as will the
ankles, the arms and shoulders. When the legs are kept
straight, then only the waist is used. So this exercise comes
from “Beautiful Woman Turns the Waist” and “Swimming
Dragon”. In my experience if you want to be healthy then
flexibility is very important. No one who is very stiff, can live
a long life without any pain or other problems. So it is very
important to keep the lower back flexible and then you will
have more Qi.

2. Jade Belt Around theWaist.

Fig 1

(Side)

Fig 2

(Side)

Fig 3

(Side)

Fig 4
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3. Pointing to the Middle of China

i. Stand with your left foot forwards and your right back. Put your weight on your
right leg, bending the knee and keep your left leg straight. Cross your wrists in
front of your Dantian so that they lightly touch and the right hand is over the
left. Fig 1.

ii. Shift your weight forwards onto your left leg and allow the left knee to bend and
straighten the right leg. Push your right hand straight forwards with the index
finger pointing forwards and the other four fingers bent. The left hand turns into
a loose fist which withdraws to the side of the waist. Fig 2.

iii. Shift the weight back onto your right leg and withdraw your right hand back
towards your Dantian with the palm facing upwards. Open the left hand into an
open palm and circle it round to the left and forwards, so that both wrists meet
in front of your waist and move back together to the Dantian. You should now
be in the original starting position. Fig 3 to 4.

iv. Repeat as many times as you feel comfortable and then do the movement on
the otherside.

Breathing
As you shift your weight forwards, breathe out and as you move backwards,

breathe in.

Concentration
When you do this movement you should move gently and slowly. When your

weight is on the back leg, it means the Qi will go to your Dantian. When you shift
forwards, it means the Qi goes from your Dantian, passes along your arm to your
finger tip. It is like releasing Qi through your finger tip.

Pointing
the

the
M

iddle
ofC

hina

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3

Fig 4
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Benefit
This is a very relaxing and comfortable movement. The

coordination, however, can be a little difficult for some
beginners. When we close the hands in front of the Dantian
we should relax the shoulders and this will allow the Qi to sink
to the Dantian. The upper body will be more relaxed and so
the circulation will be strong. When you move forwards you
allow all the energy to go through from the Dantian to the
index finger which is related to the Liver (this is not a relationship
with the acupuncture channels,
this is based on the Five Elements,
in which each finger relates to a
major organ).This movement is a
bit like pumping the Qi from the
Dantian to the finger. Everything
follows this principle, in and out,
come and go, etc. Everyday we
breathe in and then breathe out
in order to live. We make money
and spend money. We eat food
and then go to the toilet. After we are born we die and after
Summer comes Winter. This is a universal cycle nothing can
escape it and it is this principle that makes us live, grow and
develop.

When practising Pointing to the Middle of China you
exchange the negative Qi with positive Qi and so your blood
circulation is strong and fresh. You will find you feel good when
you do this exercise because the Qi and blood becomes strong.

In TCM theory the blood is connected to the Liver and
so this movement is good for the circulation and for liver
problems.

History/Background
If you have done the Shaolin Form, Great Sadness Gong

you will find this movement in this form. In martial arts training
there is a lot of finger training as the fingers are a weak area,
but at the same time they are sensitive and delicate. We use
them all the time, and this means that the fingers are almost
always the first contact we have with any objects as we touch
them. So it is important to make them healthy and it will

make the
whole body
healthier. If
we make
them strong,
then the
whole body
will be
strong.

W h y
is this move-
ment called,

“Pointing to the Middle of China”? This name is taken from
similar movements from martial arts. Also China in the Chinese
language is called “Middle Country” or “Middle Land” and in
the Chinese culture the “Centre” is the most important thing.
We must find it and be able to relate to it then everything will
be in order. If you find the centre of anything you will know
the meaning of it. So if you find the Centre of your body, you
will know yourself and if you find the Centre of your life, you
will know your purpose. This is very important and eventually
you will spend hours and hours finding out about it.
to be continued.... by Michael Tse

“Everyday we breathe
in and then breathe
out in order to live.”
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Hawaii
Qigong &
Martial Art
Demo

Hawaii
Qigong &
Martial Art
Demo

The Beginning:
Oddly, this event almost coincided with the summer solstice. We found a

venue that could house 300, but had only 200 chairs. But we were not worried as
we would have been happy with half of that as our audience. It was short notice
for many of the UK instructors to come over, but Darryl Moy, Martin Gale, Mike
Baker and Sarah Bloomfield were able to rearrange schedules and confirm flights.

We began to plan the programme and on both sides of the “pond”, everyone
began to practise their parts in earnest, not wanting to let down the Centre. All
were told to pack their yellow Centre polo shirts and black trousers.

The day after Darryl arrived, nearly a full page colour picture and piece
about the demo and Master Tse appeared in the Honolulu Star Bulletin. We were
very surprised when all we were expecting were a few lines. We were grateful,
however, as it meant more people would have the opportunity to know about the
event. Calls were beginning to pile in and the church was digging around for
more chairs, managing to come up with a few dozen more.

Two days before, Martin Gale, one of our Hard Qigong demonstrators,
{Now nicknamed, Teet Tou Gale (Iron Head) } decided he needed a trial run with
the American bricks and slabs. The slabs were American sized…almost 8 inches
deep compared to 2 inches UK size. Grab the camera, grab Martin and the trip to
the local park was on. But this is local park Hawaii style, half way up a mountian
where mosquitoes hold reign. After Martin finally lay down and had the slab
broken, everyone looking on began to do a dance, slapping hands and thighs and
hopping about from leg to leg. Was this Mosquitoe Gong?

Good ideas come at the oddest times. While floating on the
waves, the idea of a Hawaii demonstration was born. That left
only small details like demonstrators, venue, date and time to be
sorted. Soon the date was set,…22 June 2002.

Sifu Michael Tse: Dragon Shadow Sword

Mike Baker: Swimming Dragon Gong
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The day before:
Nerves were running higher and a practice run of the whole programme,

including the Hawaii students was scheduled. But this time at another park, one
idylically located right beside the sea, palm trees and all. Everyone did well and
was able to iron out any blips. Home for an early night and an early morning.

The Day:
Books, magazines, sledge hammer, swords and spear, clothes, cameras,

shoes, brochures, posters, tripod and, of course, …Sifu and students….all were
piled into the cars and off we went to set up. Nearly 200 people had reserved
seats and we expected more to arrive on spec. It was like a military execution with
everyone at their stations, some putting out chairs and setting up cameras and
music, some doing posters, others secretly going to buy Tse Sifu a Hawaiian flower
lei. Guests started to arrive and soon the hall was full and it was show time.

This demonstration was only two hours and so it was a jam packed array of
Northern Shaolin forms, soft and hard Qigong, Wing Chun forms and Chi Sau,
Chen Taijiquan forms and Pushing Hands and a “finale” of Qi and Fragrance
transmission by Tse Sifu. It was very warm and a test of English fortitude in the
Hawaiian climate, but all did well, both in performing and m.c.’ing.

Tse Sifu began the programme with Great Sadness Gong, a lively Shaolin
form that is good for the posture and
lungs.Next it was Mike Baker who treated
the audience to the beautiful Wudang
Sword. Some were treated to a close up
of the sword thrust as Mike used up his
floor space, but in true Hawaiian warrior
spirit did not flinch a bit.

Darryl Moy followed with his Plum
Blossom spear, very energetic and
perfectly timed. Although flashy, this form
is purely traditional and could still be
used for fighting, not just performance.
Steve Casano, Kahi Wight led by Jessica
Blackwell slowed down the pace with

Balancing Gong, the beginning Qigong form in the Centre syllabus. This was
followed by Tse Sifu performing a mixture of Chen Taijiquan forms, old and new
frame combined. The flowing spiral energy, low postures and martial attitude
caught the interest of the Wu and Yang style practitioners in the audience.

Martin Gale followed with Cotton Palm. He said he could feel the energy of
the audience as very positive and it made him feel strong and balanced and it
showed in his confident performance. This was followed by Jessica Blackwell doing
Wild Goose Qigong. One of the audience said to her afterwards that she looked
like a bird when she was moving.

The pace increased in tempo for the Pushing Hands set when Tse Sifu and
Darryl Moy took the floor (Darryl literally so,
after being subjected to several Qi Na grabbing
techniques). This was the martial side of
Taijiquan at its finest. Mike Baker completed
the first half of the programme with Swimming
Dragon Gong, impressing everyone with his
balance and coodination in this dyanmic and
difficult Qigong form.

After a short break in which the water
fountains were nearly depleted, everyone took
their seats to watch Tse Sifu performing Dragon
Shadow Sword. This is a very difficult form with
lots of jumps, up and down movements and
strong stances. It is one of his favourite forms
and this was obvious in the way he made the
form look almost easy.

Then it was time for what so many of
the lads in the back row had come for…the

Sifu Tse & Darryl Moy: Pushing Hands

Sarah
Bloomfield:
Triple Crossing
Sprial Gong

Sifu Michael Tse:
Chen Taijiquan -

Pao Choi

Jessica
Blackwell

WildGoose
Qigong 1st 64

Darryl Moy & MIke Baker:
Blindfolded ChiSau

Sifu Michael Tse:
Dragon ShadowSword
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Wing Chun portion of the programme. Mike
Baker led off, doing Wing Chun’s second
form, Tsum Kiu. He was so confident and at
ease that he was even able to smile at the
rather unusual Chinese tune that his
performance had been paired to. His
movements and energy were very clear and
clean and there was no doubt about his
level.

Next it was time for the Wing Chun
self defense with Darryl Moy defending
against Mike Baker’s attacks. Mike found
himself befriending the floor and nearly the
laps of a some spectators as Darryl tossed
him easily away. When Darryl put
on the blindfold and did Chi Sau
(Sticking Hands) with Mike,
everyone was very impressed at his
skill. This is Wing Chun skill at its
best, relying purely on sensivity
rather than power.

Sarah Bloomfield then gave
a beautiful and graceful
demonstration Triple Crossing Spiral
Gong. Another form from the Dayan Qigong system. Her
performance attracted many compliments from the audience.

One of the highlights of the programme was Tse Sifu
performing Pao Cui, Chen Taijiquan’s Cannon Fist. This form
consists of lots of stamping and jumping and volitale Fa Ging
(releasing power). This form requires strong internal energy
and power as otherwise the body can be damaged by its strong
movements.

The next highlight was the Hard Qigong. Darryl Moy
was subjected to several powerful kicks and punches by Mike
Baker and then Martin Gale took the floor. Several bricks were
finally successfully broken over his head on the second hit of
the sledgehammer, amid the gasps and worried looks of the

audience. Martin then lay down for his final show
of how the body can be trained to withstand strong
blows and hits. A heavy, thick slab was laid over his
abdomen and Darryl stood ready with the sledge
hammer again. On the count of one, two, three,
WHAM, and then again, one, two, three, WHAM
and CRACK!, the slab split into pieces and Martin
arose dust covered but smiling.

The finale of the demonstration was Qi and
Fragrance and Colours Transmission by Tse Sifu. He
first asked for volunteers from the audience
members. The audience really was appreciative and
were not shy to come forward to “feel” Tse Sifu’s
Qi. One lady said she would have fallen but she

felt that he was holding on
to her through his
transmission. Others when
asked what they smelled
when he transmitted fragrant
Qi had comments of
“jasmine”, “incense” and
“sandlewood”.

Afterwards, many of
the guests visited with Master
Tse and the students, being
very generous in their
compliments and sincere in
their questions. One person

even asked Martin Gale, “Where are you going next?”, thinking
we were on tour. It really lifted everyone’s spirits, both audience
and performers. Somehow the day was like a blessing for the
North American Centre to continue here in Hawaii.

One of the students said that is was one of the best
demonstrations ever held by the Centre. All in all, it made the
long trip worthwhile and now all could relax and enjoy
themselves for the rest of their time here in Hawaii

by Jessica Blackwell

Martin Gale:
Hard Qigong -
Iron Head

Darryl Moy: Hard Qigong

Sifu Michael Tse:
Qi Transmission
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Traditionally, all Chinese martial arts
included Hard Qigong training, but
following their dispersement

westward it was omitted, chiefly due to
customary secrecy and the
modern lifestyle. This
explains why many
martial artists today
die very young (Qi
becomes blocked
and exhausted).

Hard Qi-
gong developed out
of necessity. In
ancient times
people, including
monks, would
travel cross-country
alone and have to
confront bandits and
wild animals, so they
needed strong
bodies and gongfu to
survive. Your martial
skill should obviously
be good enough to
protect you but what if
you are desperately
outnumbered, surprise-attacked, or
simply bettered ? The training protects
you in a life-threatening incident or
accident.

Shaolin temple is well known for
its Hard Qigong, but there are other
equally respected systems such as that
from Heavenly River Monastery, in Hebei,
which dates back to the Ming Dynasty,
around 400 years ago.

This method combines dynamic
movements with “special” breathing
techniques to strengthen the internal
organs, all before the external body is
trained. Inhalation is to literally “eat the
air” and “swallow Qi”, while exhalation
covers three methods: Ding Qi brings Qi
upwards instantaneously to the Baihui
(crown of the head) and is powerful like
thunder; Pun Qi directs Qi down to the
Dantien and can be slow, like pushing a
car, or fast like Ding Qi (depending on
the form); and Tun Qi consists of
swallowing Qi with the saliva. Hard
Qigong concentrates on four main

channels: Chong (middle); Ren (front);
Du (back); and Dai (waist) channels.

The first level develops the lungs,
which create the power for pushing,

pulling, striking etc. and
kidneys, which

create the
internal

Qi needed to withstand powerful
punches, kicks, and certain weapon
attacks. A battery of tests are undertaken
to progress through the system. The
subsequent stage introduces the use of
bricks and a strong wall or tree (for
toughening the head and back) and the
joints, muscles, and skin are trained.
Later on the yin parts of the body,
including the throat and ribs, are
developed. You begin to hit yourself, at
first with your bare hands and later with
a partner, the blows progressing from
light to intensely powerful, and later
graduating from a bamboo stick to an
iron bar. The more you hit yourself the
more energetic you feel. Eventually Qing
Gong is trained, whereby the body
becomes as light as a feather, and
extremely agile. This training includes
wearing special weights for a period of
time and jumping very high. The test
includes walking on rice paper (raised
above the ground) without tearing it and
standing on inflated balloons without

bursting them. So by the end “Hard
becomes Soft”.

Strict rules govern the training to
prevent side-effects, some of which
include: Warming-up the body: sleeping
at least seven to eight hours to allow
the body to recover; avoiding practice on
a full stomach, when ill or recovering, in
stormy weather, or during certain hours
in the day when the energy is too strong;
and not expending Jing (semen)
indescriminately.

Meditation is also vital. The forms
raise one’s spirits and create a lot of yang
energy, or “fire” in the body, so it is easy
to become euphoric or aggressive.
Without calming down and balancing the
Qi the practit ioner would become
hyperactive and nervous, and eventually
“burn out”.

Changes occur within the body.
Initially there may be some stiffness,
soreness, numbness or dizziness, loss or
increase of appetite, less or more sleep
needed etc. but it all depends on the
individual and these “growing pains”
soon disperse as the body becomes
stronger internally.

Hard Qigong tests and
demonstrations include breaking bricks
over the head and concrete slabs over
the chest with sledgehammers, bending
spears with the throat, withstanding
punches, kicks, and staff attacks to various
parts of the body, and even lying down
while a truck drives over the body, among
other feats.

These demonstrations should not
be the reason for training and must not
be exploited as every blow received
weakens the body. The student must
train ardently and keep demonstrations
to a minimum or else Hard Qigong
would cease to be healthy.

Despite the seemingly incredible
punishment the body endures Hard
Qigong remains a strong healthy exercise
as it works with Qi. The law of nature is
“survival of the fittest” and through
internal training and hardship you
become better equipped to deal with the
challenges and pressures of life itself

by Adam Wallace. adam@qimagazine.com

Hard Qigong is often associated with (but not limited to) the
martial arts. It trains the bones, muscles, and skin to protect the body
against injury, and repair it after damage has been inflicted.

Challenge of Hard QigongChallenge of Hard Qigong
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Your living room is one of the most important rooms in your house.
Often your home is centred around it and you spend most of your time
with your family init. So it is important that the Feng Shui is right.

A room full of furniture

A circular living room

Missing the left side Missing the right side

A room with good ligthing

(continued from issue 62)
21. If your living room is full of furniture
and does not have space in the middle,
you will lose money and friends.
22. If your furniture is not in the right
place, and you and others are always
bumping into things and hurting
themselves, then it means that your life
will always have problems and things will
not go smoothly.
23. If your living room is in a sqare shape,
your life will develop properly and will
eventually be successful.
24. If your living room is in a circular
shape, it means you will do a lot of things
but you eventually miss the goal/ending
and then you will need to start from the
beginning.
25. If your living room is an irregular
shape, then it means your life will be
and down.
26. If your living room is missing the left
side, it means the man will have a
problem and the woman will be in
charge at home.
27. If the living room is missing the right
side, then it means the man will be in
charge at home.

Feng Shui for the Living Room
Part II

Feng Shui for the Living Room

28. Your living room should have enough
light and lamps. If you have enough light
to see everything, then it means you will
have friends to help you.
29. If your living room has not got enough
light, then you will have less friends and
you will easily be lonely and create over-
thinking.
30. Lighting should be at the corners,
ceiling or walls. That will give a good
condition on your life and when you have
problems, your lucky star will come

by Michael Tse
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“Life will develop
properly and be
successful”
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JADE PILLAR GONG
London: 5/6 October
Jade Pillar refers to the spine which is very important for our
flexibility. We should be able to move up, down, forward,
backward, low or high with ease even as we grow older. This
forms helps to make the legs stronger and loosen the spine by
combining strong and low postures with light and gentle
postures
Cost in adv: members of Tse Qigong Centre £140. Non-members £185. On day add £10.

For more information contact:
Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59
Altrincham WA15 8FS
Tel 0161 929 4485 Fax 0161 929 4489
tse@qimagazine.com

HARD QIGONG LEVEL I
London: 19/20 October

Hard Qigong is much more dynamic than soft Qigong and at
this level works on developing inner Qi through concentrated

movements. Special breathing techniques are used to help
direct the Qi to different areas of the body. Hard Qigong is

open to all and will improve general health as well as
developing the body for martial art contact. It is good for

increasing energy levels, blood circulation, helping asthma,
depression and weak internal organs.

Cost in adv: members of Tse Qigong Centre £140. Non-members £185. On day add £10.

SWIMMING DRAGON GONG
Western Canada: 20/21 October
This challenging Qigong form imitates
movements of the water dragon. Water is
also related to kidneys, which is one of
the most important of the five major
internal organs. Weak kidneys can
cause back ache, dizziness, ear
problems, memory loss
and aching bones.
This form creates
a lot of heat
through
spiralling
energy and
helps to
make the
body
stronger
and full of
energy. It
also helps to
improve
balance and
coordination.
Contact: Lee Masters:
(250) 748 4060

DAMO STAFF
London: 2/3
November
This is a dynamic and highly
enjoyable form that has proved
to be very popular. It is very good
for the posture, stretching the
spine and loosening the shoulders
and also creates a lot of internal heat,
improving circulation, balance and co-ordination. The form
comes from Northern Shaolin Master Wu Chun Yuen who is
almost 80 years old and still very fit and healthy.
Cost in adv: members of Tse Qigong Centre £140. Non-members £185. On day add £10.

FALLING LEAF GONG
London: 7/8 December

Part Qigong, part Taijiquan and part Drunken Fist, this
form is like a leaf falling from a tree to a river, spiralling,

letting go and free. It uses imbalance and letting go to
improve balance, good for the joints, knees and the brain.
Cost in adv: members of Tse Qigong Centre £140. Non-members £185. On day add £10.

XING
SAU

Norwich:
16/17

November
Xing Sau is an exciting

and dynamic form from
the Northern Shaolin

Chunyuen System. It is
very good for improving the

posture and makes the body
fit healthy and strong. When you
are healthy you will feel light and
this means your body is younger

and more energetic.
Contact Julian Wilde on 01603 465189

SWIMMING
DRAGON

GONG
Gothenburg

19/20 October


